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       Chucky become a pandemic part of pop culture, definitely. 
~David Kirschner

There are things we could do like let Brad Dourif play Charles Lee
Ray's brother or father , something like that, but I think any of those
options would've been squarely in the horror-comedy realm. 
~David Kirschner

That's one of the things we're most excited about, really, is just allowing
this great, Oscar-nominated actor, giving him material to play in one of
his signature roles. 
~David Kirschner

I don't think we would be specifically remaking "Child's Play 2" and
"Child's Play 3". I imagine we'd be dreaming up whole new stories. 
~David Kirschner

Brad [Dourif] would tell himself that he was not intentionally trying to
mimic Jack Nicholson in any way. I think that actually bothers him a
little bit. I just think maybe they have similar voices. 
~David Kirschner

We want to stay with the animatronics because it gives you such a
wonderful feel of Chucky's movement. It feels like something that has
been brought to life, as opposed to a smooth piece of animation. 
~David Kirschner

I've known Don Mancini for 22 years. We're dear friends. I know his
humor, I know his mind. 
~David Kirschner

I never expected that, 20 years later, Chucky would be considered a
classic, if I may invoke that term. A golden oldie anyway, something
that people still care about 20 years later. 
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